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A Brave New (Textual) World: 

Religious Identity and Expansion in Robinson Crusoe and The Female American

  -“Religion ʻtis that doth distinguish us,
  From their bruit humor, well we may it know;
  That can with understanding argue thus,
  Our God is truth, but they cannot doe so.”
   John Smith, from The General Historie of Virginia (Winkfield 186)

 Following the internal struggle of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth centuries that 

cemented the Church of England as a cornerstone of power within the nation, the 

Eighteenth century witnessed both the greatest triumphs and failures of Britainʼs 

colonial expansion. A global sense of identity was developed concurrently with that of 

Britainʼs imperial hierarchy. As Britainʼs economic, political, and religious influence 

began to rise, its citizens underwent a fundamental shift in the way they perceived the 

world around them. British nationals across the globe were linked to the consequences 

of those involved in dominating and redefining cultures in Britainʼs image. Though John 

Smith is often considered an important figure in American history, he is also a crucial 

figure in the earliest stages of the development of Britainʼs expansion into new 

territories. The reports that Smith and his contemporaries (such as Sir Frances Drake) 

sent back to England created the de facto method for interaction with “savage” cultures 

in the colonies. These accounts serve as a model for the narrative structure and the 

approach to portraying “savages” in the Robinsonades, or “a novel with a subject similar 
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to that of Robinson Crusoe” (OED). So when Smith states that “religion ʻtis that doth 

distinguish us” and “Our God is truth,” he is expressing a sentiment of religious 

incompatibility and a resistance to understand alternative religions that resurfaces as 

major problems in the Eighteenth century texts Robinson Crusoe and The Female 

American (Winkfield 186). The root of the problem lies in the fact that these novels 

depict other religions inaccurately, in a way that shows religion in the New World as a 

perversion of a Christian theology that is rooted in Britainʼs own pagan history. Indeed, it 

is these misrepresentations of the religious other in Robinson Crusoe and The Female 

American that makes them so dangerous.

 Robinson Crusoe introduces this other as something to be feared. Crusoe 

spends the majority of the first half of the narrative in constant isolation because he is 

afraid to confront the “savages” that he doesnʼt know anything about. He thinks that they 

are dangerous because he thinks they will eat him. This early resistance to approach 

the natives is quickly replaced by a need to destroy them, or to conquer them. Crusoe 

justifies this complex of xenophobic superiority with a desire for self preservation. Itʼs a 

question of numbers, there are more of them than he feels he can safely confront. Yet 

this problem seems oddly familiar to Britainʼs own situation in the Eighteenth century. 

The colonies were the result of the of a similar shift in Britainʼs need to support the 

growing development of its people and industries. Crusoe is not content to stay on the 

island, he must develop a sense of control over what he fears. When he finally achieves 

this sense of control, he claims that “my People were perfectly subjected: I was absolute 

Lord and Lawgiver” he is acknowledging a sense of control that he has achieved 
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through force (Defoe 174). Yet, he couldnʼt have done this without the help of his “man” 

Friday.

 The capture and domination of Friday is perhaps the most troubling aspect of the 

narrative. This operates on two levels, the way Crusoe perceives Fridayʼs religion, and 

the way the novel itself constructs Fridayʼs religious identity. On his island, he had “three 

different Religions ... Friday was a Protestant, his Father was a Pagan and a Cannibal, 

and the Spaniard was a Papist” (Defoe 174). The emphasis on Pagan and Cannibal 

rather than “Father” is significant. The italics show the aspects of character that Crusoe 

fixates upon. Friday (a name) and Spaniard (a nation) are very different from Pagan (a 

religion) and Cannibal (a way of life). This shows that Crusoe views the indigenous 

people through their differences more so than any individual characteristic that his 

father may exhibit. 

 Additionally, the term pagan, as opposed to heathen, is loaded with an etymology 

of European religious tradition. While the “semantic development of post-classical Latin 

paganus in the sense ʻnon-Christian, heathenʼ is unclear,” the shift from polytheistic 

pagan ritual belief to the adoption of the monotheistic Christian doctrine is deeply 

ingrained within Britainʼs own historical identity (OED). So when Defoe fabricates the 

deity “Benamuckee” for Fridayʼs people, he leaves out crucial details in understanding 

exactly who Benamuckee is. Instead, The only information given is that Friday “could 

describe nothing of this great Person, but that he was very old; much older ... than the 

Sea, or the Land, than the Moon, or the Stars” (Defoe 156). Rather, the focus is upon 

Crusoeʼs revelation that “there is Priestcraft ... not only to be found in the Roman, but 

perhaps among all Religions in the World, even among the most brutish and barbarous 
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savages” (Defoe 157). This suggests that all religious institutions must follow the 

hierarchical model of the Roman Catholic Church. While this may be the case for the 

Church of England, Crusoeʼs assertion is entirely ignorant of the multitude of other world 

religions (such as ancestral worship) that do not.

 This correlation between the Church and that of indigenous religion is repeated in 

Unca Eliza Winkfieldʼs The Female American. Winkfield describes this order in reverse, 

“the children walked first, the grown people next, and the priests last, carrying the high-

priest with them” (Winkfield 98). When one of the islanders tells her that “we know 

nothing; our priests know all; teach our priests, and they will teach us,” she is observing 

a power relationship that is not dissimilar from the influence over education that the 

Christian Church held for centuries in Europe (Winkfield 98-99). When the golden idol is 

introduced into the narrative, Winkfield (the author, not the narrator) continues to use 

imagery that is derived more from the Eastern Hemisphere than the Western. The figure 

of the idol was more of a monstrous exaggeration of the biblical command “Thou shalt 

not make unto thee a graven image, nor any manner of likeness, of any thing that is in 

heaven above,” than any sort of realistic representation of religious worship in the 

Americas, specifically those regarding the Werowan people (see Fig. 1) (Hebrew-

English Bible, Exod. 20.3).
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Fig. 1. The Idol Kiwasa (Winkfield 179)

The main difference lies in the ostentatious presentation of wealth in the novelʼs places 

of worship on the island. The islanders in Winkfieldʼs text built an idol of gold, and filled 

their secret compartments with riches, the idol Kiwasa was “carued of wood” and they 

buried their dead alongside images of their deity (Winkfield 178). Additionally the layout 

of the temples and the contents of the burial chambers are more akin to “those [she 

had] read of in the histories of Egypt” than those of the Werowan people (Winkfield 73). 

Where the Egyptians mummified their corpses, the Werowans “cutt all the flesh cleane 

from the bones” and are made to look as “yf their flesh wear not taken away” (Winkfield 

179). The Werowan people were not the only example of native American religion that 

contradict the accounts contained within The Female American. Yet the differences 

between the two suggest a misdirection within the narrative. It is easier for Winkfield to 

use examples that are more relative to her audience than to describe the unknown. 

 If the treatments of other religions in Robinson Crusoe and The Female American 

are inaccurate, does this make them morally or ethically wrong? No, but there are 

certainly consequences to their inclusion in the narratives. As primary sources for the 

development of the novel as a medium, both texts establish genre tropes derived from 

earlier texts (like Smithʼs) and cement them into the lexicon of the history of the novel 

itself. Additionally, because both texts were popular in their time they reinforced on a 

widespread scale a viewpoint of religious intolerance and a desire for Christian 

domination that was deeply ingrained in Eighteenth century British national identity. This 

does not mean that either Robinson Crusoe, or later The Female American, were the 

causes for this shared perspective. Nor does it mean that they were the cause of the 
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forced spread of Christianity and cultural destruction throughout the European colonies. 

Yet, they are contributing factors in a much larger problem that was embedded at the 

core of what it meant to be British in the Eighteenth century.
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